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1 Introduction

This project will serve as an easy intro project to deploying smart contracts and dApps (decentralized
applications) on the Ethereum network. This project was largely based on a Full Stack Hello World Voting
Ethereum Dapp Tutorial by Mahesh Murthy on Medium.com. This project will be a slightly modified
version of his tutorial, with some challenge problems at the end to demonstrate basic understanding of
solidity and the smart contract. Referencing Mahesh’s tutorial may prove useful, as both tutorials contain
slight variations in explanation, but are the same voting contract and use the same support files.
(Medium Tutorial).
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2 Tech Stack

For this tutorial our tech stack will be rather simple. We will be deploying a simple voting contract on a
local ethereum blockchain and interacting with the contract through both a node console and a simple html
page.

The basic structure of a decentralized application (dApp) or smart contract build on the ethereum plat-
form differs from the typical tech stack of other platforms and applications, such as a webapp deployed on
AWS. The ethereum blockchain is the host of your code, as the compiled source is actually written in the
past blocks and ran by the users of your dApp. Each person that uses your app will be running their own
version of the code. The difference can be viewed as running a desktop application (users have the code
and use their machine to run the application) versus a webapp that uses an Express server running on AWS
(AWS hosts and processes all information, and simply returns results or display information to users). In
the ethereum case, all information needed to effectively run the application is stored on the blockchain (as
opposed to a database). In the case of our voting contract, each vote will be written into a block on the
blockchain and stored there for everyone to view.

Figure 1: A more traditional technology stack, where users and API’s have to go through a front end, which
is hosted by a server, and only the server has access to the database and/or cache.
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Figure 2: A potential dApp technology stack, where users interact with the blockchain through some means
of a front end

In summary, our tech stack will be:

• Local Hosted Blockchain

• Deployed Solidity Contract on our Local Blockchain

• Simple 1-page html Site to Interact with our Contract
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3 Development Environment

We will need to install several packages in order to support our contract. Primarily, we will need NodeJs
and npm (node package manager) to install all our needed frameworks and tools. Our required tools will be

• Node

• NPM

• Ganache

• Web3

• Python

• XCode Command Line Tools

All of these are quite simple to install. First and foremost, if you do not already have Node and NPM, you
will need to download these from Node. I have stuck with using the stable release of Node (LST - Long
Term Support), however I have never experienced instability with using the latest version. To check what
version (or if you have node/npm:

npm -v

node -v

If you do not have node and npm installed (or have a very old version), you will want to download it from
the node.js site (this will install both node and npm. During this installation process, it may also prompt
you to install several XCode command line tools. You should accept any tools or support files it needs, and
install them as needed. If it does not prompt you, you most likely already have the required command line
tools and shouldn’t worry about them. Additionally, most OSX’s come with a version of Python 2.7 already
installed, so you shouldn’t have to worry about installing additional Python tools. If for whatever reason,
compiling the code or running ganache doesn’t work, you can install the required build python libraries with:

# Only install this if you run into problems later, most people will not need this

sudo apt-get install build-essential python

Now that we have Node, npm, and all of our supporting tools installed, we will get our Ethereum contract
specific tools and frameworks. The two we will be using are Ganache and Web3. Ganache is part of the Truffle
framework (Truffle), and runs a local version of the ethereum blockchain on your machine. Understanding
the entire truffle framework is beyond this tutorial, but reading more online will help with later projects.
First, we will set up a directory to work with, and then we will install Ganache and Web3 into that directory.
Web3 is a library for Javascript that will allow us to interact (read and send) with the information in our
blockchain. Web3

mkdir yourDirectoryName

cd yourDirectoryName

npm install ganache-cli web3@0.20.2
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Lastly, we will run ganache to launch our local blockchain version. Note: ganache will take up the
command line window to run, so you can either run it in the background or open up a new terminal window.
I prefer to command-T so I can check it when I need to.

node_modules/.bin/ganache-cli

Figure 3: Ganache up and running in our console window

This means our blockchain is up and running. Ganache also creates 10 wallets by default with ether
pre-loaded in them. These accounts will only work on our local machine. You will need to keep this terminal
window open (closing it will exit out our blockchain). Next, we will be deploying a simple contract onto this
blockchain, and testing it out.
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4 Smart Contract

Our smart contract will be structured like a typical object (such as a Java class). We will have one ’contract’
(object) with two instance variables and three methods. The instance variables will keep track of our
candidates and the votes they have received. We will have a constructor which we will initialize through
the node console, and we will have a method for getting the votes for someone, in addition to a method
for voting for a candidate. This code is written in Solidity, which is the dominant language used on the
ethereum platform. There are other options for languages to use, but these are less frequently used. Coding
more complicated applications in Solidity is similar to Java (or another OOP language), and the majority of
differences are in the syntax. One major difference with developing on the ethereum platform is the concept
of immutability. Once you deploy your contract (and initialize it), it is immutable. You cannot actually
update an application or a contract, you can only re-deoploy a new version. Deploying this new version will
create a new instance of your contract, and the old contract will still exist in the old blockchain.
The code for our script is in the appendix, and there are plenty of comments demonstrating exactly what
each function and variable does. Copy this code into a text file and save it as Voting.sol (using Sublime, VS
Code, TextEdit, or VIM if you’re brave). Next, we will require solc in order to compile the Solidity code.

npm install solc

You can read more about solc here solc, but it’s a fairly straightforward compiler, and for our purposes
in this tutorial we wont need to know much (if anything) about it. We will use this (in tandem with Web3)
to deploy our code using the node console on our local blockchain.
Now, with solc installed and our Voting.sol file saved, we are ready to compile and deploy our first smart
contract! Open up the node console, load Web3, and point it to our local blockchain so we can deploy our
contract.

node

# Now in the node console

Web3 = require('web3')

web3 = new Web3(new Web3.providers.HttpProvider("http://localhost:8545"));

To make sure our connection with our Ganache blockchain is up and running, we will check which wallets
we have access too.

web3.eth.accounts

Which should look something like:

Figure 4: ETH accounts accessed through web3

Moving forward, all we have left to do is compile our code and deploy it to the blockchain. First, we will
read in the file using the node file system packages. Then, all we have to do is import solc and compile our
code.

code = fs.readFileSync('Voting.sol').toString()

solc = require('solc')

compiledCode = solc.compile(code)
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Once the code compiles, a long string of the compiled text should spew out. For now, we will be focusing
on only two of these objects. The output of solc should be a json string, and we are focusing on the ’bytecode’
and ’interface’ fields. The bytecode field is exactly what it sounds like; it is the bytecode that will actually
be deployed to the blockchain, and will run our dApp. Likewise, the interface field is the interface of our
dApp. This will tell other users what methods are included and how to interact with our dApp. In the
ethereum field, this is called a Contract ABI (Application Binary Interface). All contracts will have an ABI,
and it is a very important part of the development process. Read more about it here.
Lastly, we will deploy an instance of our contract to our local blockchain:

abiDefinition = JSON.parse(compiledCode.contracts[':Voting'].interface)

VotingContract = web3.eth.contract(abiDefinition)

byteCode = compiledCode.contracts[':Voting'].bytecode

# This should all be one line

deployedContract = VotingContract.new(['Rama','Nick','Jose'],

{data: byteCode, from: web3.eth.accounts[0], gas: 4700000})

# Get the address of our contract

deployedContract.address

contractInstance = VotingContract.at(deployedContract.address)

And with that, we have successfully deployed our first smart contract running on our own local blockchain.
The lines above create a new contract using our ABI definition (enabling people to know how to use our
contract), and populated the contract interface with our compiled bytecode. Note: deploying a contract
on the ethereum network costs ether (this is what gives it value), the from account and gas parameters
represent which account you are using to pay for the contract, and how much you are willing to pay for
it. The more ’gas’ you pay, the higher priority your contract has to be included in earlier mined blocks.
Deploying a contract on the live ethereum network (or the test network) is slightly more complicated, and
requires unlocking your own ethereum account (to pay for it) and several other minor differences. Next up,
we have to figure out how we can interact with our contract now that it has been deployed.
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5 Interacting With Our Contract

Now that our contract is deployed and live, we need a way to interact with it! The two methods we will be
using in this tutorial is through the node console, and through a one-page site in html and javascript. Both
of these will be using our already installed Web3 framework for Javascript. Interacting with the blockchain
and our dApp with a different framework (such as through a Java app), will just take different packages
(EthereumJ for Java).

5.1 Node Console

Interacting with our contract in the node console is quite simple; it’s very similar to using an object or class
in any other language. We will use our object reference (’contractInstance’) to call on our deployed methods
and vote for candidates. To check how many votes a candidate has:

contractInstance.totalVotesFor.call('Rama')

# OR

contractInstance.totalVotesFor.call('Rama').toLocaleString()

And to vote for a candidate:

contractInstance.voteForCandidate('Rama', {from: web3.eth.accounts[0]})

In this case we have to specify which account we are trying to vote from. As this is a transaction, we will
need a from account, as this takes ether to fund. Each time you make a transaction (vote for a candidate),
you will get a transaction ID (printed in the console. This transaction ID is both a reference which you can
use to search for the transaction later, and a proof that the transaction happened and is now immutable.

Figure 5: You need a from address to sent a transaction to a smart contract

Figure 6: Each time we vote for a candidate, it spends some of our (fake) ether
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5.2 Webpage

Now that we have confirmed that our contract is working fine through the console, we want to add a pretty
front end to it. While the node console (or other programmatic approachs) may be great for advanced
developers, we want to make this new voting contract available to everyone who has a stake in this election.
We will only need two files in order to interact with our voting contract through a simple one-page site.
Both files (index.js and index.html) are in the appendix (and should be named as such when they are saved).
The only thing we will need to update is our contract address in the index.js file. Our contract address
can be gotten using contractInstance.address in the node console. Note: the node console is not required to
use our contract; once it is deployed, all we need to ensure is that the underlying blockchain (in our case
Ganache) is still running and functioning. With that said, closing the node console will clear all variables
loaded, which may cause us to loose the address of our deployed contract. Once the index.js file is updated
with our contract address, we are ready to test our front end webpage to interact with our contract. Now

Figure 7: Voting front end page

that we have this, our end users can easily type in the name of a candidate and see that their vote has been
counted. We have now completed the development of our first smart contract with a basic front end!
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6 Challenge Questions

These questions are aimed to be a bit harder (increasing in difficulty), and make sure you somewhat under-
stand the concepts involved in this tutorial, instead of just copy pasting some fancy command line characters.

1. We realize it’s past 5:00 PM, and we should be heading home. We quickly deploy this simple contract
on the live blockchain and leave. The next day, we find the contract is no longer working and our
account is completely out of ether and our users can no longer vote for candidates! What happened?
(Note: this couldn’t actually happen on the live network due to security protocols) How could we
quickly fix our front end to resolve this issue?

2. Add a function to the contract that returns all valid candidate names to the caller. What will we have
to do to push this new version onto the blockchain? What about if we want to update our webpage
for this? (Hint: there are two specific things we would have to change in the index.js file, besides
implementing a new js function for it, and adding an html button to call this)

3. Change up the structure of our contract to allow voters to nominate a new candidate if they feel
someone would be better suited for the role than our existing candidates. Think about how you could
implement this for a real application (from a webApp etc). Note: there is no need to actually implement
this on our web page, as that is mostly a challenge in web development (but do implement it in our
contract, and test it in the node console). Will this new method require ether, like voting, or not, like
viewing the votes for a candidate?

4. Communist totalitarian hackers and big money lobbyists have realized our contract allows more than
one vote for a candidate from a given address, and are pouring in fake votes to our democratic election.
What are two ways we could potentially prevent this? Better yet, now that we have caught them, how
could we undo this, and fix our ongoing election?
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7 Appendix

7.1 Voting.sol

pragma solidity ^0.4.18;

// We have to specify what version of compiler this code will compile with

contract Voting {

/* mapping field below is equivalent to an associative array or hash.

The key of the mapping is candidate name stored as type bytes32 and value is

an unsigned integer to store the vote count

*/

mapping (bytes32 => uint8) public votesReceived;

/* Solidity doesn't let you pass in an array of strings in the constructor (yet).

We will use an array of bytes32 instead to store the list of candidates

*/

bytes32[] public candidateList;

/* This is the constructor which will be called once when you

deploy the contract to the blockchain. When we deploy the contract,

we will pass an array of candidates who will be contesting in the election

*/

function Voting(bytes32[] candidateNames) public {

candidateList = candidateNames;

}

// This function returns the total votes a candidate has received so far

function totalVotesFor(bytes32 candidate) view public returns (uint8) {

require(validCandidate(candidate));

return votesReceived[candidate];

}

// This function increments the vote count for the specified candidate. This

// is equivalent to casting a vote

function voteForCandidate(bytes32 candidate) public {

require(validCandidate(candidate));

votesReceived[candidate] += 1;

}

function validCandidate(bytes32 candidate) view public returns (bool) {

for(uint i = 0; i < candidateList.length; i++) {

if (candidateList[i] == candidate) {

return true;

}

}

return false;

}

}
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7.2 index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>Hello World DApp</title>

<link href='https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Open+Sans:400,700' rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

<link href='https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.7/css/bootstrap.min.css' rel='stylesheet' type='text/css'>

</head>

<body class="container">

<h1>A Simple Hello World Voting Application</h1>

<div class="table-responsive">

<table class="table table-bordered">

<thead>

<tr>

<th>Candidate</th>

<th>Votes</th>

</tr>

</thead>

<tbody>

<tr>

<td>Rama</td>

<td id="candidate-1"></td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Nick</td>

<td id="candidate-2"></td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Jose</td>

<td id="candidate-3"></td>

</tr>

</tbody>

</table>

</div>

<input type="text" id="candidate" />

<a href="#" onclick="voteForCandidate()" class="btn btn-primary">Vote</a>

</body>

<script src="https://cdn.rawgit.com/ethereum/web3.js/develop/dist/web3.js"></script>

<script src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-3.1.1.slim.min.js"></script>

<script src="./index.js"></script>

</html>
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7.3 index.js

web3 = new Web3(new Web3.providers.HttpProvider("http://localhost:8545"));

abi = JSON.parse('[{"constant":false,"inputs":[{"name":"candidate","type":"bytes32"}],"name":"totalVotesFor","outputs":[{"name":"","type":"uint8"}],"payable":false,"type":"function"},{"constant":false,"inputs":[{"name":"candidate","type":"bytes32"}],"name":"validCandidate","outputs":[{"name":"","type":"bool"}],"payable":false,"type":"function"},{"constant":true,"inputs":[{"name":"","type":"bytes32"}],"name":"votesReceived","outputs":[{"name":"","type":"uint8"}],"payable":false,"type":"function"},{"constant":true,"inputs":[{"name":"x","type":"bytes32"}],"name":"bytes32ToString","outputs":[{"name":"","type":"string"}],"payable":false,"type":"function"},{"constant":true,"inputs":[{"name":"","type":"uint256"}],"name":"candidateList","outputs":[{"name":"","type":"bytes32"}],"payable":false,"type":"function"},{"constant":false,"inputs":[{"name":"candidate","type":"bytes32"}],"name":"voteForCandidate","outputs":[],"payable":false,"type":"function"},{"constant":true,"inputs":[],"name":"contractOwner","outputs":[{"name":"","type":"address"}],"payable":false,"type":"function"},{"inputs":[{"name":"candidateNames","type":"bytes32[]"}],"payable":false,"type":"constructor"}]')

VotingContract = web3.eth.contract(abi);

// In your nodejs console, execute contractInstance.address to get the address at which the contract is deployed and change the line below to use your deployed address

contractInstance = VotingContract.at('0x2a9c1d265d06d47e8f7b00ffa987c9185aecf672');

candidates = {"Rama": "candidate-1", "Nick": "candidate-2", "Jose": "candidate-3"}

function voteForCandidate() {

candidateName = $("#candidate").val();

contractInstance.voteForCandidate(candidateName, {from: web3.eth.accounts[0]}, function() {

let div_id = candidates[candidateName];

$("#" + div_id).html(contractInstance.totalVotesFor.call(candidateName).toString());

});

}

$(document).ready(function() {

candidateNames = Object.keys(candidates);

for (var i = 0; i < candidateNames.length; i++) {

let name = candidateNames[i];

let val = contractInstance.totalVotesFor.call(name).toString()

$("#" + candidates[name]).html(val);

}

});
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